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note: you'll need a pc with windows 7 or later, an internet connection, and the latest version of

the free adobe acrobat reader plugin installed on a web browser. you'll also need the latest
version of the software for the device you're attempting to use. cd and dvd's require no special
software. the digital-audio tracks are packed with digital data in the well-organized midi format.
cds are read by cd drivers in your computer's sound system. dvd's are read by a dvd drive and
played back in your computer's video system. for the best multimedia experience, a dvd-rom
drive is recommended. if you need a particular document format, you can change the default

program that opens a particular file type. for example, the default is to open a pdf file in adobe
acrobat, but you can change that to e-mail it to a friend. you can also determine what happens

when you double-click a specific file type. so, you can specify that double-clicking a pdf file
opens adobe acrobat. and, if a selected file type has been changed in the previous step, double-

clicking it opens adobe acrobat right then and there. recently, my default client for certain
filetypes has changed from acrobat to adobe reader. how do i change this back to acrobat once
my default client has changed? my other acrobat program (acrobat 9) only shows the "install a
new default program" option, but it does not show any option for "other", which would be my

preferred option. we have fixed problems caused by the previous version. if you have upgraded
to the latest version of adobe reader xi on your computer, you might see error messages. to

prevent these errors, uninstall the old version and install the new one.
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